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This paper studies the role H-sets play in finding the best linear Tchebychet'r
approximation to a given continuous function. A simple definition is given for
H-sets and the algebraic theory for linear approximation is developed. We find
that many of the theorems where the Haar condition is supposed call be
generalized in terms of H-sets; thus a general framework for Linear Tchebychet1'
Approximation is made.

I. NOTATION Ai':D DEFI:--JITIONS

We consider a compact topological space B and denote by C(B) the set of
continuous real- or complex-valued functions defined on B. Functions in
C( B) will be approximated in the Tchebycheff sense by the linear sub"pace V

of C(B) with a basis {gl ,g2 ,_ .. , gn} and the degree of approximation to/by V
will be denoted by p(f). For a givenj'in C(B) and any h in V, elements x of B
satisfying IJ - IT li~" 'f(x) -- h(x)1 will he referred to as norm points of h
with respect to j; if h is a best Tchebycheff approximation (BTA) to f by V
we wiJl merely refer to them as norm points_

DEFINITION I. The finite subset {Xl' x 2 , __ ., Xl.'} of B is an H-sCI if and
only if the matrix equation

has a solution 1= (11 ' /2'-'-' IIJ with all Ij /. O. We then write the H-set as
[Xi, A" ei , k] where Ai = I Ii I , ei 0= sgn Ii _ We note that this definition
leads directly to the Haar condition when V is a Tchebycheff system.

'" Most of this work was done while studying for the degree of Ph.D. at the University
of Lancaster, England, under the guidance of Professor A. Talbot, to whom I express
grateful thanks. I also wish to thank the referee for his most helpful suggestions ..
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We will refer to the H-set [Xi, Ai, Ci , k] and its point set {Xi) by the same
letter M and to the matrix relation defining the H-set as A(M) I == e, where (j

is the null vector.

DEFINITION 2. An H-set [Xi, Ai ' Ci , k] is minimal when no subset of the
point set {Xi} forms an H-set.

We see immediately that every set of more than n points of B must contain
a minimal Ii-set: also a maximal minimal H-set has exactly (n -i I) points.

THEORE\<l 1.1. A sel A11x1 , X~ •... , xd C B is an H-sel with respect
to V it and on/r i/ there exists a set ofnon::;ero scalars {Ii: ii, 2, ... , k) such
thaI for ererr Ii in V

I,

Ilih(x,) O.
I

Proof. Every h in V Lan be written as ex . g' (prime denotes transpose),
with ex ('I . ,~ .... , ",,) and g (1;\, gl ..... gil)' The theorem follows when
wc consider the relationship

exA (;tlll O.

This theorem shows the equivalence of our definition of H-set and that of
extremal signature [5].

Remark!. If s is any nonzero scalar then the quadruple [Xi, is ,\,
e, sgn .1', k] is an H-set if and only if [x, , Ai , (!i . k] is. In particular, by taking
.1'" ·-1, the real (Re) and imaginary (1m) parts of e, are essentially inter
changed.

LEMMA 1.1. The ::;ero actor 17 is an element of the dosed ('onrex set S, a
subset oj' the locally cOllvex topological Tc~'jJa('e X, ij' and only if there is 110

continuous linear jimctional L dejlned Oil X such that Re [L(x)] 0 for all
xeS.

ProoF Suppose eE S: then there exist scalars I\i and elements Xi C S such
that

(j

Then for every linear functional L on X we have

2.: )',!{'.,) 0
I

which cannot be valid for an L for which Rc [L(x)] ofor all xeS.
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Conversely, if edoes not belong to S; then the desired conclusion follows
from separation theorems for convex sets.

THEOREM 1.2. 1l [Xi, Ai , ei , k] is an H-set with respect to V then there is
nojill1ction h E V such that Re[eih(x;)] 0, [lm[e.,h(x;)] 0] for i I. 2, ... ,
k, with strict inequality for some i. Conversely, ilthere is no h E V such thar
Re[e,h(x;)] :-;> 0, [[m[e/l(x,)] 0] for i -_. 1,2, .... k. then [x,. I\,. c,. k]
colltains an H-set.

Proof: Suppose [Xi, Ai , ei ,k] is an H-set. Then. from Theorem 1.1,
there can be no hE V such that Re[eih(x;)] ? 0 for i 1,2... __ k, with strict
inequality for some i.

For the converse, let h ~- a . g' and c, (eigj(x;), eig2(x,) ... __ e,,£",,(xi)'
Then h(x;) c_~ ex . c/o From the definition of linear functionals on R" (or C")
and the supposition, it follows that there can be no linear functional L defined
on R" (or en) such that Re[L(c,:')] ° for ii, 2, ... , k. Thus from
Lemma 1.1. the zero vector e must belong to the convex hull of the set of
vectors {c/). Hence, there must exist a set of scalars, {Ai:. real and non
negative, such that

and the result follows.
From Remark 1, the theorem follows for Im[eih(xi)]' This theorem shows

that there is a relationship between our definition of H-set and that of
Collatz [1.2, 3].

2. BASIC THEORE\1S

From our definition of H-sets we can see that they must have many of the
properties of alternants for Tchebycheff systems. We now state without
proof two general theorems, the first can be found in [I. 2. 3], and the second
in [4].

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose on the point set {Xi} olthe H-set [Xi. 1\ , e, • k],
the error in approximating thefimctionfby ho E V is R i cc i(x,) - ho(xi) and
sgn R, e,. Then there is no hE V such that

Re[J(ih(x.,)] -..--. 0

or
[m[J(ih(x,)] ° fin all i.
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and 11'e hal'e
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inf R; p(f)

THEORE~l 2.2. A junction ho is a BTA tol by V if and only if the inequality

min Re[(/\.y)
xeD

o

holds/c)r everv h E: f/, where f) is the set of norm points of h" Ivith respect to f

These theorems lead us directly to the following important theorem which
was first stated in [5]. We give here a more concise proof and we will refer to
the theorem as the "Approximation Theorem."'

THEOREM 2.3 (A pproxi mation Theorem). (jicen a junctiol1 f t: C( B) jar
Ivhich l1'e Imnt to/ind a BTA with respect to V. lfa(unetion ho E V can hefaund
such that a suhset of the norm poil1ts ofhll l1'ith respect to f vi::.., Xl • Xl ..... XI..

is the point set alan H-set [x, . I\, . e, . k] and ,he error R / hI) satisfies

sgn R(x;) 1.2. ... k.

then h" is a 13TA to f hI' j . COIIi'crseh. if lio is a 13TA 10 j 17)' I. Ihel1 SO/ile

jil/ilc SlIbsel o/the I/oI'm poil1ts. Sal' (Xl' '\'l ... ,,\',.:. al1d the scalar m/lles

sgn( /(,\',)

define WI If-sel [x; . Ai, e, . k].

11,,(\;)). I. 2.... k.

Proof For the first part vve Lise Theorem 2.1, and get

ill" R I? :

hence the result. For the converse we Lise Th::orem 2.2 according !l) which

there is no /I-tuple b (hI' 17, .... h ll ) sllch that

Rell> . g(\)(/cY) o (1 )

for all the norm points. C!carly t1w set of I:-tUpIeS (ltl(Xl/(X) h,,(x)) .....

g,,(xHf(xl- - hl)(x»), where X ranges over the set of norm points, is compact.
Thus from Lemma 1.1 and inequality (I) above, the zero vector 0 must belong
to the convex hull of this set of n-tuples. Henee there exist positive 1\ . Al ... "
1\ such th:i1

o
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forj 1,2,... , n, the Xi being norm points. Setting ei = sgn(j(x;) -- ho(xi)),
we have

k

.I - ho i I A;eigl:\;) c.c 0
l=l

fori I, 2, ... , n, which defines an H-set [Xi, Ai , ei , k].
1t is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3 that if ho is a BTA to f by V,

then ho is also a BTA to f by Von every H-set chosen from the set of norm
points. We now go further and show that the norm points of a BTA tofby V
contain a subset common to every set of norm points of a HTA to/by V.

THEORE\1 2.4. If M is an H-set [Xi, Ai , ei ' k Jcontained in the set ofnorm
points of hI ' a BTA to f by V, then it is also an H-set contained in the set of
norm points of h~ , where h2 is a BTA to f by V.

Proal We will assume that hi and h2 are distinct functions of V. Because
11 2 , is a BTA tofby V, we have for i L 2..... k,

Thus

for all i.

If :H is not contained in the set of norm points of h2 • then there must be at
least one point giving strict inequality. Hence from Theorem 1.2, the qua
druple [Xi' Ai, ei, k] is not an H-set. a contradiction. Similarly. if the
sgn(j(x,)··· h2(x,)) do not equal the ei • we get the same contradiction. Hence
[x, . Ai . Ci' k] must be an H-set contained in the set of norm points of h2 •

We will denote by NU) this common set of points which are norm points of
every BTA tofby V.

DEFI"JITIO'\ 3. The contour defined by a function h in V is

O(h) {x: X E B. h(x)' 0).

THEORDl 2.5. If there is I/O unique BTA to f hI' f,'. then the set NUl lies
ill some contour O(h).

Prool Consider an H-set /vl [Xi, Ai . ei . k] contained in N(ll and
two different best approximations hi and h2 . From Theorem 2.4.

for i cc I. 2..... k.

Hence the points {xJ lie in the contour O(h l - h2 ) and therefore so does
the set N(j). The theorem follows.
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THEOREM 2.6. An H-set M~· [XI' '\; , e i • k J lies in a contour O(h) il and
only il'the matrix A( A1) has rank less than n.

Proof We consider the set of homogenous equations

For every nonzero a. these equations can be written as

h(x,) o. 1.2.... k.

where hag'; equivalently. the points {Xi; lie in the contour O(h). However.
there exists such a nonzero vector a if and only if rank A( M) is less than 11.

We see from this theorem and Theorem 2.5 that if there is no unique BTA
tofby V. then NU) cannot contain a maxima! minimal H-seL

We now consider the dual problem and the standard theorem (4).

THEOREM 2.7. For each f E C( B) there exists a linear jill1ctional L defined
on CCB) such that LU) p(f), L(h) Ofor all Ii E V alld ~~ L J.

Choose an H-set [x, . Ai' 1', • k] and define the Iinear functional L associated
with it as

L(f) L A.c';/(x,).
i 1

Then L(h) , .. 0 for all hE Vand

L L Ai.
, I

which sum we make unity.

THEOREM 2.8. The maximal linear .Iimetional L as in Theorem 2.7 con he
constructed/rom an H-set in the abol'e manner.

Proal: From the Approximation Theorem we know that some subset of
the norm points defines an H-set [Xi, Ai. 1';. k]. Then

For any algorithmic procedure we need to be able to construct a function h
in V corresponding to some given H-set and to a function r in C(B). For
this we consider a set of k equations in (n J) unknowns a l • a~ ..... a" and '\

l. 2..... k
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where the H-set is [Xi, Ai, e i , k). We refer to these as the basic equations for
[Xi. Ai, Ci' k]. Observe that a useful specialization is to take, B as {Xi}'

THEOREM 2.9. A function h defined by the basic equations for [Xi, A, .
Ci. k] is a BTA tofby Von the set {x,: i 1. 2..... k).

Proof Consider the basic equations

h(Xi) -r.C/.fi . fIx,). l. 2..... k:

the error at each point Xi is ()C, hence every x, is a norm point. Also. sgn
U(Xi) - h(x;)] c-, Ci . Since [Xi. Ai , e, ,k] is an H-set, from the Approxima
tion Theorem h is a BTA tolby Von the set {Xi: i oc_ 1. 2..... k).

THEOREM 2.10. The functions h satish'ing the basic equations for an H-set
M [Xi' Ai • ei , k) form a subset ol V l1'hich is a translation ol a subspace or
v· oldimension n- r, lvhere r is the rank of A(M).

ProoF The basic equations for [Xi' A,. C i • k] can be written in the form

The last row of the matrix must be linearly independent of the other 1/ rows.
The theorem follows.

We can now consider the set of BTA to f by V.

THEOREM 2.11. The set of BTA to / by V is given by hi .. Q. where
hI E V is defined by basic eqUaliOliS and Q is a COlll'ex subset 0/ V containing the
::ero fill1ction.

Proo!- Every H-set defines a basic set of equations. The solution to any
such set say (a] , a2 .... , al/ • ex). will have the same value CI: in the (n -. I )st
position and in the case where the H-set is a subset of NU). x p(/l' ,
Uf)o Conversely, every function h such that for a fixed value ()C.

for all i == 1.2..... k.

must satisfy the basic equations for [Xi' Ai . (>, • k].
From this we see that for any H-set the solution set for the basic equations

is that set of functions which has a constant value for the difference U(Xi) 

h(Xi)] where the point set {Xi} forms the H-set.
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Thus the set of BTA off by V must be a subset of the set of solutions for
the basic equations for any H-set in NUl and hence must be of the form
!It Q. where ht is a particular solution and Q is some subset of the space of
solutions in the homogeneous case. The set Q must be convex due to the
convexity of the set of best approximations. The function 11 1 can be a BTA
tofby V and in this case the zero function is an element of Q

Consider now the question of uniqueness of a BTA tofhy V. First we not.:
that if the matrix A(M) defined by an H-sel M has rank II. then the only
solution to the set of homogeneous equations

(a 1 • a c ..... a,,) A(;1II) e

is the trivial solution. Such an H-set must contain a maximal minimal H-set.
Using Theorem 2.11. we can now prove the following uniqueness result.

THEOREM 2.12. II h is a BTA to/ hI' V and il NU) contains a maximal
minimal If-set. then h is unique.

ProoF As was shown above. every set of solutions to basic equations
formed from H-sets in NU) contains the set of BTA to/by V In the case we
arc considering. where there is a maximal minimal H-set contained in the set
of norm points NU), the solution set to the basic equations formcd from this
particular H-se! consists of Cl unique clement which must he h. I-lcnce h is the
unique BTA to (by V.

This theorem shows that if 1/ satisfies the Haar conditio:!. then every best
approximation is unique. Thus Theorem 2.\2 includes as a special case the
Haar uniqueness theorem.

The converse to the Haar uniqueness theorem can be derived from the more
general

TmORE\l 2.13. For Cl'en H-set M :x,: there exists all fE C( B) such
that AJ is mlltained ill NU). Ij'rank A(!\4) n, Ihel1 an (:-an he (cillllc!such
Ihat there is no unique BTA to (In V

Proof. Consider anfo such that eachfo(x i ) c; and !(x) I otherwise:
then the first part of the Theorem follows using the Approximation Theorem:
the BTA to (by I' is the zero function and M (- N. U;,).

If rank A(M) 11. then M lies in some contour 0(/1) and we can choose h

such that h I. Then

is a required fUllctioll for suitably small A.
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